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Calibration Procedure for Measuring S-Parameters in Balun 
Applications on 150-Ω High-Speed Cables 

 
Onoufrios Theofylaktos and Joseph D. Warner 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 

Glenn Research Center 
Cleveland, Ohio 44135 

Summary 

In the radiofrequency (RF) world, to characterize cables that do not conform to the typical 50-Ω 
impedance, a time domain reflectometer (TDR) would probably be the simplest and quickest tool to attain 
this goal. In the real world, not every engineer has a TDR at their disposal; however, they most likely 
have a network analyzer available. Given a generic 50-Ω vector network analyzer (VNA), we would like 
to make S-parameter measurements for non-50-Ω devices (DUTs). For that, we utilize RF balanced/ 
unbalanced transformers (called baluns for short), which are primarily used to match the impedance 
between the two VNA ports and the DUT’s input and output ports, for the two-port S-parameter 
measurements. 

1.0 Introduction 

Quadrax cables are being used to transfer data at a high rate in the hundreds of megabits per second. 
Quadrax cables consist of four wires twisted together around a pliable center low-loss dielectric with an 
outer low-loss dielectric, which is surrounded by a flexible metal shield. Figure 1 presents a cross-
sectional view of a 150-Ω quadrax cable made by W.L. Gore & Associates, Inc.  

NASA had chosen to use these Gore cables in the Service Module (SM) of the Ares 1 rocket. The 
quadrax cable length could be up to 30 m long and could withstand launch vibrations of 50 g or more. 
The vibration effects on the transmission coefficient (S21) of the cables were unknown. Therefore, a 
method was developed to test these cables to determine the change in the transmission coefficient and its 
effect on the bit error rate (BER) at the maximum vibration level achievable at the NASA Glenn 
Vibration Facility. 

The prototype cables tested consisted of quadrax cables from Gore to be space qualified. The cables 
obtained were in the length of 1 m, 4 m, and 8 m with male and female quadrax connectors (one on each 
end of the individual cables). In addition, two of the quadrax cables were less than 1 m long (~60 cm) and 
had four unterminated wires on one end and a male/female (M/F) quadrax connector at the other. 

To determine the effect of the vibration, it was decided to measure the increase in noise for the 
transmission coefficient S21 and the change of the transmission coefficient from no vibration to vibration 
levels of 32 g. Then, we related that change in the noise to determine the effect on the BER. 

The method chosen to determine the change in the noise level was to make analog measurements 
using a vector network analyzer (VNA) and then to relate the change in noise level to the BER using 
another published paper (Ref. 1). 

2.0 Experimental Procedure 

Two sets of cables were used for the vibration tests. One set had 26-gauge wires for the 4 conductors, 
and the other set had 24-gauge wires. The 26-gauge cables could not provide a link with a cable length of 
30 m that would have a BER of 10–8 even without vibrating the cable. Only the 24-gauge cables were 
tested for the effects of vibration on the noise level of the link. These cables had a nominal impedance of 
150 Ω. 
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Figure 1.—Cross-sectional view of Gore ACN 1037 quadrax cable (W.L. Gore & Associates, Inc.; used with 

permission). 
 

 
Figure 2.—Experimental setup with vector network analyzer (VNA) and four baluns. 

 
The experimental setup consisted of an Agilent VNA (N5230A, 20 GHz, S/N: MY46400910, Agilent 

Calibration: 1–2869640062–1 on 21–DEC–2010) and four balanced-to-unbalanced transformers (baluns). 
The impedance on the balanced side of the balun was 150 Ω, and on the unbalanced side it was 50 Ω. 
Between the baluns were the transition cables and the cable under test (DUT). A schematic of the 
experimental setup is depicted in Figure 2.  
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Figure 3.—Sample test cable schematic from W.L. Gore & Associates, Inc. (W.L. Gore & Associates, 

Inc.; used with permission). 
 

TABLE I.—CABLE DESCRIPTIONS 
Cable name Length, m Part number 

DUT1 8 DDA0187–SPSA–0800 REV.B S/N: 3214732–01 Quadrax [M/F] 
DUT2 8 DDA0187–SPSA–0800 REV.B S/N: 3214732–02 Quadrax [M/F] 
DUT1 4 DDA0187–SPSA–0400 REV.B S/N: 3214734–01 Quadrax [M/F] 
DUT1 1 DDA0187–SPSA–0100 REV.B S/N: 3214731–01 Quadrax [M/F] 

 
Figure 3 shows a schematic of the cables. The cables tested in this work are shown in Table I. 
The cable adapters (transition or pigtail cables) had the following part numbers: 

 
 Quadrax [M/Pigtail]: DDA0187–SPSA–0061_J1 REV.0 (S/N: 3214735-01) 
 Quadrax [F/Pigtail]: DDA0187–SPSA–0061_J2 REV.0 (S/N: 3214735-02) 

 
The baluns were obtained from Pulse Engineering under part number HFB050150. The specification 

of the balun gave a maximum operating frequency of 1.2 GHz; in our experiment we had to limit the 
maximum frequency to 900 MHz because of anomalies in the baluns’ performance above 900 MHz. 

The turns ratio of the transformers used was 3. Each transformer was packaged by Pulse Engineering 
with a 50-Ω small microwave adapter (SMA) connector at the one port (primary) and three 33-mil inside 
diameter sockets at the 150-Ω port (secondary). The middle socket was internally connected to the 
primary ground, which was the same as the SMA shield (Figure 4).   
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Figure 4.—Construction of balun Box1 and Box2. 

 
 

 
Figure 5.—Typical calibration with balun Box1 and Box2 connected via pigtail cables and terminated in 

150-Ω, open, or short load. 
 

Cables with pigtails from Gore were used to connect the two baluns together, back to back (Figure 5). 
These 0.6-m pigtail cables are part numbers DDA0187–SPSA–0061_J1 (one male number 8 quadrax 
connector) and DDA0187–SPSA–0061_J2 (one female number 8 quadrax connector). The pigtails are 
also labeled as 3214735–02. The choice of pigtail cables, specifically the quadrax connector ends, was 
dictated by the DUT test cable configuration (M/F).  
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Figure 6.—Open, short, and wide-load terminations for 150-Ω vector network analyzer (VNA) calibration. 

 
 
 

There was no equipment available at our disposal that would allow us to make direct measurements at 
150 Ω. Therefore, we decided to design a circuit with baluns that would match our 150-Ω cables to the 
VNA. After creating a “calibration kit” to be able to calibrate the VNA while using the baluns and 
moving the calibration plane to the point of inserting the cable under test between the pigtail cables off of 
the baluns, we were able to measure the properties of the cable under test. The pigtails were connected to 
the secondary balun ports by way of the three pins (Figure 4). Two of the pins were the signal pair, and 
the third pin was the cable shield. Each pigtail cable was connected to one balun box (Figure 5). 

Figure 5 displays the setup of the measurement to calibrate the system before the cables under test 
(DUTs) were added. Inside each aluminum box there were two baluns. Because we used four baluns, the 
pair of wires not being measured was terminated in 50 Ω to reduce the standing waves in the pair being 
measured.  

To calibrate the VNA at 150 Ω, we built terminations for our pigtail cables. These terminations 
(Figures 5 and 6) are simple quadrax connectors (one male and one female) with loads that have the 
following attributes: 
 

 The OPEN pair of connectors was left unchanged. 
 The SHORT pair was shorted inside the shell by way of a 24-gauge jumper wire 

 between the conductors of a wire pair; each wire pair was shorted individually. 
 The LOAD pair was made with Vishay-Dale 150-Ω Surface Mount Thin Film 

0.1% Precision Resistors 0603, 1/10W, 25ppm, (P/N: TNPW0603), with one resistor 
 soldered across each wire pair. 
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3.0 Setting up the VNA for the Double Calibration Task  

We used the standard calibration procedure to calibrate the cables and to move the calibration plane 
to the end of the quadrax pigtail cables. 

3.1 Standard 50-Ω VNA Calibration 

1. Specify frequency range, power level, points, and intermediate frequency (IF) bandwidth. 
 

Channel frequency start/stop ............................ 100 to 2000 MHz 
Channel power channel 1 ............................................... –10 dBm
Sweep number of points  ...................................................... 6401
Sweep IF bandwidth  ....................................................... 1.0 KHz

 
2. Calibrate out VNA cables with 50-Ω calibration kit. 

 

Calibration Cal Wizard: UNGUIDED, 2 Port Solt, 85052D 3.5 mm Cal Kit 
 (Save as: CaliNoBaluns) 

3. Make sure this calibration produces a flat S11 magnitude around –70 dB and approximately zero 
S11 phase variation over the entire test bandwidth. 

 
This procedure established that the VNA is working as expected. The next part of the procedure is to 

pick out the best pair of baluns that will work with our VNA. As it turned out, 2 of the 10 baluns we 
acquired became nonusable in a few weeks. The remaining eight had the part numbers  0135, 0136, 0137, 
0139, 0140, 0141, 0142, and 0145. 

3.2 Balun Characterization and Selection, 150-Ω Calibration 

The next part of the procedure was to characterize and then select the best baluns to be used to 
measure the cables. The frequency attributes we were looking for in the baluns over their entire operating 
range had the following criteria:  
 

 Slow variation in the S11 parameters; no large peaks or valleys desired 
 Low S11 magnitude and S11 phase of about zero but most importantly, no large peaks 

 
The procedure is as follows: 

 
1. Place balun circuits between VNA cables as shown in Figure 5. 
2. Measure 2-port S-parameters of balun ensemble using VNA. 
3. Assembly/disassembly for verification of the repeatability of measurement. 
4. Establish balun ensemble useful bandwidth (new frequency range). 
5. Best balun pair range: 100 to 900 MHz (based on the above criteria). 
6. Calibrate out VNA cables with balun ensemble broken up 

 (Save as: CaliYesBaluns) 
7. Each balun (M/F) should be terminated using 150-Ω connector terminations, prior to testing any 

Gore cables. 
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3.3 Final 150-Ω VNA Calibration 

After the matching of the baluns to give the best S11 parameters, the following calibration procedure 
was used before testing each cable and when additional calibration data was desired. 
 

1. Place balun circuits between VNA cables as shown in Figures 5 and 7. 
 

 Bottom wire-pair in each box connected to VNA test cables 
 Optimum balun ensemble numbers 0140 and 0141 
 Balun number 0140 in Box1 and balun  number 0141 in Box2 
 Each balun has a top and bottom 33 mil ID socket on 150-Ω side 
 RED_Wire_Top_Socket; BLUE_Wire_Bottom_Socket 
 Each balun has an SMA-female connector on the 50-Ω side 

 
2. Specify frequency range, power level, points, and IF bandwidth. 

 
Channel frequency start/stop ............................ 100 to 2000 MHz 
Channel power channel 1 ............................................... –10 dBm 
Sweep number of points  ...................................................... 6401 
Sweep IF bandwidth  ....................................................... 1.0 KHz

 
3. Calibrate out VNA cables with our own 150-Ω calibration kit. 

 Calibration Cal Wizard: UNGUIDED, 2 Port Solt (Figure 6) 
4. Measure 2-port S-parameters of balun ensemble using VNA. 
5. Assembly and disassembly to verify repeatability of the measurement. 
6. Establish balun ensemble useful bandwidth (new frequency range). 
7. Calibrate out VNA cables with balun ensemble; each balun box. 

 M/F should be terminated using 150-Ω terminations (Figures 5 and 7). 
 

 
 

 
Figure 7.—Balun characterization and selection. 
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Figure 8.—Return loss (S11) for balun number 0140—bottom connection Box1. 

 
 

 
Figure 9.—Return loss (S11) for balun number 0141—bottom connection Box2. 

4.0 Results 

Figures 8 and 9 present the S11 parameters on the baluns that were tested to make the final selection of 
the baluns to be used to test the quadrax cables. 

When the pigtail cable wire pair in Box1 corresponding to the bottom baluns were connected, the 
results for 0140 and 0141, respectively, are depicted in Figures 10 and 11. 

When the pigtail cable wire pair in Box1 corresponding to the top baluns were connected, the results 
for 0140 and 0141, respectively, are depicted in Figures 12 and 13.  
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Figure 10.—Return loss (S11) for balun number 0140—top connection Box1. 

 
 
 

 

 
Figure 11.—Return loss (S11) for balun number 0141—top connection Box2. 
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When Box1 (balun number 0140) and Box2 (balun number 0141) are connected via the 60-cm pigtail 
cables going through the VNA, then S11 and S21 are depicted in Figure 12, and S22 is depicted in Figure 
13. 
 

 
Figure 12.—Initial vector network analyzer (VNA) system calibration at 150 Ω. S11 amplitude noise floor –70 dB. 

 

 
Figure 13.—Initial vector network analyzer (VNA) system calibration at 150 Ω. S22 amplitude noise floor –60 dB. 
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Figure 14.—Twenty minutes after initial vector network analyzer (VNA) system calibrations at 150 Ω.  

S22 amplitude noise floor –53 dB. 
 
 

Twenty minutes later, when the plot of Figure 13 was remeasured, it produced the results shown in 
Figure 14. 

5.0 Conclusion 

Calibration of a vector network analyzer with an in-house-built 150-Ω calibration kit, with baluns 
purchased from Pulse Engineering, and pigtail quadrax cables purchased from Gore, was attained. Care 
was taken in finding a balun pair that would result in a stable calibration at 150 Ω. Out of a batch of 
10 baluns, only two baluns were appropriate for the job, because they would not result in a flat calibration 
curve that was repeatable or sustainable over the duration of any of our vibration tests. Accordingly, 
optimization of balun properties and calibration approaches are required to obtain stable and reliable 
calibrations in a consistent basis. This practice is limited by the availability of baluns, their turns ratio, 
and flat bandwidth range when inserted in a calibration circuit. We were able to characterize our cables 
when subjected to 32-g levels of vibration. We determined that the cables were feasible to be used in the 
Service Module up to a length of 30 m.  
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